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The present research was designed to examine how the presence or absence of ambient light influences the appearance of metal. The stimuli depicted three possible objects that were illuminated by three possible patterns of illumination. These were generated by a single point light source, two rectangular area lights, or projecting light onto a translucent white box that contained the object (and the camera) so that the object would be illuminated by ambient light in all directions. The materials were simulated using measured parameters of chrome with four different levels of roughness. Observers rated the metallic appearance and shininess of each depicted object using two sliders. The highest rated appearance of metal and shininess occurred for the surfaces with the lowest roughness in the ambient illumination condition, and these ratings dropped systematically as the roughness was increased. For the objects illuminated by point or area lights, the appearance of metal and shininess were significantly less than in the ambient conditions for the lowest roughness value, and significantly greater than in the ambient condition for intermediate values of roughness. We also included a control condition depicting objects with a shiny plastic reflectance function that had both diffuse and specular components. These objects were rated as highly shiny but they did not appear metallic. A theoretical hypothesis is proposed that the defining characteristic of metal (as opposed to black plastic) is the presence of specular sheen over most of the visible surface area.

Introduction

One of the great mysteries of human perception is the ability to tease apart how patterns of image shading are influenced by the shapes of objects, the pattern of illumination, and the manner in which light is structured by different types of materials (e.g., metal, glass, plastic, or wax). Some researchers have argued that the computation of any one of these factors from image data requires that the other two factors be known a priori, perhaps through the use of statistical priors (e.g., Wijntjes, Doerschner, Kucukoglu, & Pont, 2012). However, our anecdotal experience in the natural environment suggests that we are able to simultaneously identify these factors—at least to a first approximation.

The perception of three-dimensional (3D) shape from shading has been an ongoing area of research since the 1980s (e.g., Mingolla & Todd, 1986; Todd & Mingolla, 1983), but the study of perceived illumination and material properties has primarily occurred during the past decade. Much of this research has focused on the perception of gloss. This research has examined the statistical properties of images depicting matte or shiny materials (Motoyoshi & Matoba, 2012; Motoyoshi, Nishida, Sharon, & Adelson, 2007). It has documented how apparent glossiness depends on the alignment of highlights and lowlights with surface curvature and diffuse shading (Anderson & Kim, 2009; Beck & Prazdny, 1981; Kim, Marlow, & Anderson, 2011, 2012; Marlow, Kim, & Anderson, 2011, 2012; Todd, Norman, & Mingolla, 2004) and how it can be affected by the pattern of illumination or the density of bumps in the surface geometry (Doerschner, Boyaci, & Maloney, 2010; Fleming, Dror, & Adelson, 2003; Ho, Landy, & Maloney, 2008; Marlow & Anderson, 2012, 2013; Mooney & Anderson, 2014; Nishida & Shinya, 1998; Olkkonen & Brainard, 2010, 2011; Pont & te Pas, 2006; Wijntjes & Pont, 2010). It has also shown how the perception of gloss can be influenced by other sources of information about 3D shape such as motion or stereo (Doerschner et al., 2011; Marlow & Anderson, 2015).

One important issue that has received relatively little attention in the literature is the ability of observers to distinguish among different types of shiny materials such as metal, porcelain, or glass (Fleming, Wiebel, & Gegenfurtner, 2013; Sharan, Rosenholtz, & Adelson, 2014; Vangorp, Barla, & Fleming, 2017). For example, consider the two objects presented in Figure 1. The one on the left has purely specular reflections and is
immediately identified as metal by naïve observers. The one on the right, in contrast, has a linear combination of diffuse and specular reflections and is typically identified as shiny white plastic or porcelain. To better understand diffuse and specular reflections, it is useful to consider a small local surface patch that is visible to an observer. If that patch has a diffuse (Lambertian) reflectance function, then all incident light will be scattered equally in all directions, and any incident light beam from any possible direction will reflect a small portion of its energy toward the point of observation. Thus, the luminance gradients produced by Lambertian reflections tend to be relatively small. If, on the other hand, a visible surface patch has little or no roughness (as in shiny metals), then there is only a tiny range of incident directions for which any light will be reflected toward the point of observation. Because the light reflected from those incident directions is only minimally scattered, the energy that reaches the point of observation can be quite intense. This results in much higher luminance gradients than for Lambertian surfaces, with bright specular highlights and also dark regions where incident directions of illumination are outside the small range that reflect toward the point of observation.

It is a well-known problem in photography that shiny metal materials can be difficult to photograph because of the glare produced by specular reflections. Studio photographers avoid this problem by carefully controlling the pattern of illumination, so that a surface receives light from many different directions without introducing intense highlights from luminous sources (Hunter, Biver, & Fuqua, 2007). One technique for achieving this is called soft box or white box photography, in which an object is photographed inside a white box or tent. The sides of the walls are typically translucent to allow soft light to enter from the outside, and the surface interreflections inside the box provide a richly structured pattern of ambient light. Both of the images in Figure 1 were created using a simulation of that method, and a similar technique has been used previously for psychophysical research by Zhang, de Ridder, and Pont (2015).

Many simulations of shaded objects used in psychophysical experiments have illuminated scenes using isolated point or area lights without any ambient light at all. This is probably the optimal pattern of illumination for the depiction of matte surfaces because it maximizes image contrast. However, if a shiny metal object is rendered or photographed with that type of illumination the resulting image will be entirely black, except for some isolated highlights whose density will vary with the number of bumps on a surface (Ho et al., 2008; Marlow & Anderson, 2013). These observations suggest that the appearance of polished metal may be critically dependent on the pattern of ambient light in a scene.

The research described in the present article was designed to investigate the metallic appearance and shininess of objects in a variety of contexts. The goals of this research were threefold: first, to investigate the abilities of observers to distinguish between metal and shiny plastic materials; second, to assess how the perception of these materials is affected by the presence or absence of ambient light in a scene; and, finally, to investigate potential interactions between the pattern of illumination and surface roughness on judgments of metallic appearance and shininess.

Methods

Stimuli

The stimuli employed in the present study were created using Maxwell Render software developed by
Next Limit (Next Limit Technologies, Madrid, Spain). It uses a variety of parameters to simulate how surfaces reflect light. The first of these is roughness, which controls the degree of microscopic scattering on a surface. A surface with roughness zero is perfectly smooth, whereas one with roughness 100 scatters light uniformly in all directions. Anisotropy and direction parameters control the directionality of the specular reflections. Anisotropic reflections occur on surfaces with microgrooves that run in one dominant direction, so that light reflects in a specular way in the direction of the grooves, and in a more diffuse way in the direction perpendicular to the grooves. The effects of this parameter are greatest for low values of roughness, and diminish to zero as the roughness approaches 100 (i.e., Lambertian reflectance). Microscopic anisotropic reflections are most commonly observed on cloth materials, such as satin, composed of tightly woven, smooth threads. It is important to recognize that the roughness parameter is designed to simulate surface texture at a microscopic scale that is not visible to the naked eye. It is also possible to create surface texture at larger mesoscopic or macroscopic scales by applying a bump or displacement map onto a surface, and these textures can also have varying degrees of anisotropy.

Figure 2 shows images of a single object with the four different types of texture described above. All of the depicted objects have a microscopic texture with a roughness of 15, and the ones in the bottom row also have mesoscopic textures. The textures in the left column are isotropic, whereas the ones in the right column are anisotropic. In all of the discussion hereafter, the term roughness will be used to describe isotropic textures at a microscopic scale.

Two other parameters of the Maxwell renderer involve the index of refraction (IOR) of a material. The IOR is a complex number. The real part ($n$) is based on the speed of light in a material, whereas the imaginary part ($k$) is based on the propensity of a material to absorb light. This imaginary component is also referred to as the extinction index or the coefficient of extinction. The website https://refractiveindex.info provides a convenient resource to obtain the measured values of $n$ and $k$ for a wide variety of natural and man-made materials. For nonmetallic materials, the value of $k$ is almost always close to zero, but that is not the case for metals. Using the Fresnel equations and the IOR for any given material, it is possible to compute the
percentage of incident light that is reflected (i.e., reflectance) as a function of the incidence angle relative to the surface normal. The left panel of Figure 3 shows the functions for five natural materials, which were obtained using the Fresnel calculator at the website, http://unicorn.ps.uci.edu/calculations/fresnel/twophase.html. Note in particular how the effect of incident angle (i.e., the Fresnel effect) varies dramatically among different materials. For silver, almost all illumination is reflected at all incidence angles. For glass, on the other hand, very little light is reflected except at high incidence angles. Another thing to note about the Maxwell reflectance model is that roughness and IOR interact with one another. The effects of IOR are greatest for low values of roughness, and diminish to zero as the roughness approaches 100 (i.e., Lambertian reflectance).

It is important to keep in mind that the light reflected toward the point of observation (i.e., luminance) is a product of reflectance and illumination, and that illumination varies as a cosine function of the incidence angle, which is the geometric basis for Lambert’s law. Thus, it is possible to compute the luminance of specular reflections by multiplying the reflectance values derived from the Fresnel equations times the cosine of the incident angle. The right panel of Figure 3 shows the relative luminance as a function of the incident angle for both glass and silver. These curves have been normalized to compensate for the large difference in the magnitude of specular reflections for these materials. Note that the luminance varies as a cosine function of the incident angle for silver, but that the effect of incident angle is more complex for glass. The maximum luminance in that case occurs at an incident angle of 79°. Figure 4 shows two spherical objects illuminated by a high dynamic range image (HDRI) of a banquet hall. The material depicted in the left panel is purely specular with an IOR of silver, whereas the one on the right is purely specular with an IOR of glass. Because silver reflects a much higher proportion of the incident light than glass, the exposure of the glass image has been increased appropriately so that both images have the same maximum luminance. Despite that normalization, however, the two images appear quite different. Note that the glass reflections are much dimmer in the interior portions of the sphere and brighter in the periphery due to the Fresnel effect. This is the pattern of specular reflection that is typically observed on nonmetallic shiny objects in the natural environment.

It is also possible in the Maxwell renderer to combine different materials to create a linear combination of reflectance properties. Two component reflections are common in many man-made materials. For example, paints are typically emulsions of two types of molecules called pigments and binders. The pigments tend to scatter and absorb light, whereas the binders are transparent and produce specular reflections. The glossiness of paint is determined by the relative proportion of pigment and binder. Glossy paints have a high proportion of binder. The pigment molecules in that case mostly lie below the surface of the emulsion creating a smooth layer of binder molecules that produce specular reflections. Matte paints, in contrast, have a high proportion of pigment molecules, which can protrude above the surface boundary and limit the amount of specular reflections.

It is interesting to contrast the Maxwell reflectance model with one proposed by Ward (1994) that has been used in many previous psychophysical experiments.
The Ward model treats surface reflections as a weighted combination of two components: a diffuse (Lambertian) component, in which some proportion of the incident light is scattered uniformly in all directions; and a specular component, in which scattering is limited to a smaller range of directions. The extent of specular scattering is controlled by a roughness parameter. An important limitation of this model is that it does not simulate the Fresnel effect for reflections. It is in effect a linear combination of a purely Lambertian material and one with the reflectance properties of silver. However, most of the lacquers and binders used in the real world have optical properties that are quite similar to glass as opposed to silver. There is other rendering software available, such as V-Ray, Blender, or finalRender, that are able to simulate the Fresnel effect, but only for nonmetal materials for which the value of $k$ is zero. We are unaware of any psychophysical studies that have exploited these capabilities to study the perceptual analysis of image shading.

Another complication of real world materials is that the values of $n$ and $k$ vary as a function of wavelength. The Maxwell renderer includes a library of materials with measured IORs at many different wavelengths. The use of these materials enhances the photorealism of a scene, but with a cost of increased rendering time. The simulations of metal objects in the present study used the measured chrome material from this library. We also used a shiny white plastic material in which Lambertian reflection was combined with the specular properties of glass. This was included as a control to show that perceptually shiny materials need not appear metallic.

The stimuli for this experiment were generated using three different patterns of illumination, which are shown in Figure 5 as reflected from a perfectly smooth mirrored sphere. These included a translucent white
The stimuli depicted three different objects: a sinusoidally deformed sphere (see Norman & Todd, 1996; Todd & Norman, 1995), a rounded circular disk with an embossed pattern of circular ridges, and a spherical object covered with small bumps. This last object was kindly provided by Scott Mooney and has been used in a previous study by Mooney and Anderson (2014). These particular objects were chosen to provide some variation in the overall patterns of curvature. The embossed disk is the most heterogeneous in this regard. It combines large areas that are completely flat with localized areas of very high curvature at the bases and tips of the circular ridges. The bumpy sphere, in contrast, has relatively large curvedness almost everywhere, and the deformed sphere has relatively low curvedness almost everywhere (see Koenderink, 1990). The objects depicted with chrome materials had four possible levels of microscopic roughness (15, 30, 60, and 97). All of the different chrome stimuli are shown in Figures 6 through 8. Each of these figures shows a single object with all possible combinations of illumination and roughness.

Figure 9 shows the shiny plastic stimuli for each combination of illumination and object. The intensities of the light sources and/or the camera exposure were adjusted for each stimulus so that the maximum image intensity would fall just below the maximum possible intensity of the display monitor.

Observers

There were a total of seven observers (mean age was 23.7 years, range was 20 to 39 years). All observers possessed normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity, and they were completely naive about the purpose of the experiment or how the stimuli were created. Each of the observers judged all of the possible stimuli in a single experimental session.

Results

An analysis of variance on the observers’ judgments of metallic appearance revealed a significant effect of material properties, $F(4, 24) = 49.28$, $p < 0.001$ and a significant interaction between materials and the pattern of illumination, $F(8, 48) = 17.84$, $p < 0.001$. None of the other comparisons in the analysis were statistically significant. The same pattern of results was also obtained for the ratings of shininess. There was a significant effect of material properties $F(4, 24) = 16.1$, $p < 0.001$, and a significant interaction between materials and the pattern of illumination, $F(8, 48) = 7.68$, $p < 0.001$, but none of the other comparisons were significant.

Figure 10 shows a comparison between the lowest roughness metal material (i.e., the top rows of Figures 6 through 8) and the shiny plastic material (i.e., Figure 9) for judgments of metallic appearance and shininess for...
Figure 6. Images of a deformed chrome sphere with different lighting and roughness. The columns from left to right show the ambient, area, and point light illumination. The rows from top to bottom show roughness values of 15, 30, 60, and 97.
Figure 7. Images of an embossed chrome disk with different lighting and roughness. The columns from left to right show the ambient, area, and point light illumination. The rows from top to bottom show roughness values of 15, 30, 60, and 97.
Figure 8. Images of a bumpy chrome sphere with different lighting and roughness. The columns from left to right show the ambient, area, and point light illumination. The rows from top to bottom show roughness values of 15, 30, 60, and 97.
each of the three objects. The highest metallic ratings were obtained for the chrome material with an ambient illumination. The average rating for those displays was 90 on a scale where 100 indicates that surface “could not look more metallic.” The low roughness chrome with point or area illumination produced an average rating of only 37, and the judged metallic appearance of the plastic material was even lower with an average rating of 15. The highest shininess ratings were also obtained for the chrome material with ambient illumination. The average rating for those displays was 85, whereas the plastic materials and low roughness chrome with point or area illumination produced an average rating of only 59. Based on the earlier work of Marlow and Anderson (2013), it might be reasonable to expect that the shininess ratings for the plastic materials might have been higher if we had used a darker Lambertian component to increase the specular contrast of the displays. However, it should also be noted in this regard that the low-roughness metal objects illuminated by point or area lights had the highest possible specular contrast, yet the judged shininess for those displays was not significantly different from those obtained for the white plastic objects.

Over the course of this investigation, we have shown subsets of the stimuli to numerous observers in informal settings, and have asked them to describe the
depicted materials. When observers are presented with the white plastic objects in any of the three illumination fields, they invariably report that the objects appear as a shiny white material, such as plastic or porcelain. For low-roughness metal objects illuminated in the white room, they invariably describe the objects as metallic. Observers’ descriptions are more variable when presented with images of low-roughness metal objects illuminated by point or area lights. They sometimes report that the objects appear vaguely metallic, or that they cannot be identified. However, the most common description for those displays is that the objects appear as a shiny black material, such as plastic or onyx.

Figure 11 shows the effect of roughness on judgments of metallic appearance and shininess for the chrome materials. For objects depicted in a translucent white room, the metallic appearance and shininess dropped rapidly with increasing roughness, and both were effectively eliminated for roughness values of 60 or above. However, for objects illuminated by point or area lights, the effects of roughness were nonmonotonic. As roughness was increased from 15 to 30, metallic appearance and shininess increased as well, but then dropped gradually toward zero as roughness was increased still further to 60 or 97. This effect was especially pronounced for the judgments of metallic appearance.

**Discussion**

One important difference between metal and plastic materials is that the specular reflections of metals are much more intense than those that occur on plastic materials (see Figure 3). This was not a relevant factor for observers’ judgments in the present experiment, because the maximum image intensity was equated for all of the different stimuli. Despite that normalization, there were still clear differences in the categorical appearance of these stimuli. It should not be surprising that the shiny white plastic objects appeared shiny and nonmetallic. A more interesting result, however, is that the low roughness metal materials could appear as either metal or shiny black plastic depending on the pattern of illumination.

What are the image properties on which these perceptual distinctions are based? One possible hint to address this question comes from observers’ subjective reports. When describing the appearance of shiny metal surfaces, they often use the term metallic sheen. In order to unpack what might be meant by that it is useful to review some previous research on the perception of gloss. Marlow and Anderson (2013) have recently argued that the perception of gloss has three component dimensions. Two of these roughly correspond to the two specular components of the Ward reflectance model (see also Fleming et al., 2003; Pellacini, Ferwerda, & Greenberg, 2000). Specular contrast refers to the differences between the diffuse and specular components of reflection such that contrast is much higher for shiny black plastic than for shiny white plastic. Specular sharpness (or distinctness) refers to the steepness of the luminance gradients along the edges of highlights. This is typically controlled by varying roughness, but it can also be manipulated by blurring the pattern of illumination, or manipulating the curvature of surface bumps.

The third component of Marlow and Anderson’s (2013) model is called coverage. It refers to the proportion of an object’s surface that is covered by specular reflections. It is important to keep in mind that the highlights on shiny surfaces occur on regions where the surface normal bisects the angle between the...
direction of illumination and the viewing direction. One way they manipulated coverage in their investigation was to increase the density of bumps on a surface, which increases the number of surface locations whose surface normals satisfy that criterion (see also Ho et al., 2008; Marlow et al., 2012). Another method employed by Marlow and Anderson to increase coverage was to adjust the direction of illumination for relatively flat surfaces so that highlights would spread over relatively large areas.

We believe it is the case that the spreading of highlights over large areas of a surface is what observers are referring to when they use the term *sheen*, and that this is an important source of information for the appearance of metal. Professional photographers use a couple of techniques to produce this effect (see Hunter et al., 2007). For relatively flat surfaces, sheen can be produced in the manner employed by Marlow and Anderson (2013) by positioning a light source at precisely the right location so that the surface normal bisects the viewing and illumination angles. A good example of this can be seen in the roughness 30 versions of the embossed disk in Figure 7. Note in particular how the highlights from the point and area lights spread across the entire flat region of the surface, which gives this object a more metallic appearance than the comparable conditions for the deformed or bumpy spheres. The ratings for those conditions shown in Figure 11 appear to confirm this observation, although there were no significant differences in observers’ judgments for the three different objects in the overall pattern of results.

A more general technique for producing metallic sheen on most generic surfaces is to employ a pattern of illumination that has a smooth gradation of intensities over all directions, like the translucent white room used in the present experiment. Specular sheen can also be increased to some degree by increasing surface roughness, which blurs specular highlights and increases their spatial extent, although very high roughness values will eliminate highlights altogether.

Let us consider some specific examples. Note in Figures 6 through 8 how the low-roughness metal surfaces with ambient illumination are covered almost completely by specular reflections. This is in contrast to the low-roughness surfaces with isolated point or area lights, for which the highlights only occur in relatively small local regions and the surfaces are black everywhere else. These images are most commonly identified as black plastic. Interestingly, when the objects
illuminated without ambient light are depicted with intermediate levels of roughness, the highlights spread over larger regions of the surface, and the ratings of metallic appearance are increased. It is important to keep in mind that for any given point on a purely specular surface, there is only a tiny range of incident directions for which any light will be reflected toward the point of observation. Thus, in order to produce a high proportion of specular coverage on a smoothly curved object, it is necessary to have sufficient ambient light in a scene so that each surface region is illuminated from a broad range of directions.

In order to reinforce this point, it is useful to consider the four images shown in Figure 12. All of these images were created using the *kitchen light probe* from the Debevec HDRI Gallery (Debevec, 1998). The image in the upper left panel shows the reflections of this illumination field on a perfectly smooth mirrored sphere. Note that the pattern of illumination has a very high dynamic range. Although there is some ambient light in the scene, it is dwarfed by the intensity of the direct light. If the camera exposure is adjusted to prevent saturation of the direct light, the effects of the ambient light have only a minimal influence on the resulting images. The upper right panel of Figure 12 shows the reflections of this illumination field on a deformed chrome sphere with a microscopic roughness of 15. Note, in that case, that much of the visible surface is black and that it appears as shiny black plastic. The scenes depicted in the bottom row of Figure 12 were illuminated using a transformed version of the kitchen light probe that was manually adjusted in Photoshop Creative Cloud (Adobe Systems, San Jose, CA) using the local adaptation tone mapping tool to reduce the intensity of the direct light relative to that of the indirect ambient light, while trying to maintain the

![Figure 12. Images created using the kitchen light probe from the Debevec (1998) HDRI Gallery. The left column depicts a mirrored ball and the right column depicts a deformed chrome sphere with a roughness of 15. The exposures of these images have been adjusted so that they all have the same maximum luminance. The images in the top row show the entire dynamic range of the light map, whereas the ones in the bottom row were created using a tone-mapped version of the light map, in which the intensity of the direct light was dramatically reduced relative to the indirect ambient light. Note how the deformed sphere on the upper right appears as shiny black plastic, whereas as the one on the lower right appears as metal.](http://arvojournals.org/10.1167/18.3.9)
high frequency details of the image. When this transformed light probe is used to illuminate the deformed chrome sphere in the lower right panel, the depicted material appears much more metallic. The tone mapping in this case structures the light in much the same way as the translucent white room used in the present experiment by softening the direct light and increasing the relative intensity of the indirect ambient light.

Based on these observations, we can now offer a tentative hypothesis about the perceptually defining characteristics of white plastic, black plastic and metal. 

White (or colored) plastic is perceived when diffuse and specular reflections are additively combined. Black plastic is perceived when there are no diffuse reflections, and specular highlights are confined to a relatively small proportion of the visible surface. Metal is perceived when there are no diffuse reflections, and specular reflections are spread out over most of the visible surface. The results of the present experiment and demonstrations suggest that these perceptual categories do not have sharp boundaries, and that they can be strongly influenced by the ambient light (or lack thereof) in a scene, and the microscopic roughness of a material.

Another important factor that can influence the perceptual distinction between metal and black plastic is the intensity of illumination (or camera exposure). As is shown in Figure 3, metals reflect a much higher proportion of the incident illumination than the specular reflections of nonmetal materials such as black plastic. Consider, for example, the two images of a
boy’s bust in the top row of Figure 13. Both images are illuminated by an HDRI light probe of an atrium, and they both have the same magnitude of illumination and the same camera exposure. The one on the left depicts a low roughness chrome material. It has a high coverage of specular reflections and is perceived as metal. The image on the right depicts a black plastic material. It has a relatively low coverage of specular reflections and is perceived as black plastic. However, it is important to keep in mind that variations in reflectance can be offset by variations in the magnitude of illumination or camera exposure. The bottom left panel of Figure 13 shows a low-roughness chrome material with reduced illumination that is perceived as black plastic, and the bottom right panel shows a black plastic material with increased illumination that is perceived as metal.

One last issue that is useful to consider concerns the perceptual distinction between metal materials with high specular coverage and matte, Lambertian reflections that can also cover the entire visible area of a surface. We suspect that this distinction may be based primarily on image contrast. Most illumination fields in the natural environment have substantial variations in intensity across different illuminant directions, which results in much higher contrast for purely specular surfaces than for purely matte surfaces. Figure 14 is designed to demonstrate what happens when these spatial variations in illuminant intensity are gradually eliminated. Each panel in this figure depicts a chrome bust of a young boy. The one in the left panel is illuminated using an HDRI light probe of a banquet hall (see Figure 4) with a spatial resolution of 6,250 × 3,125 pixels. Note how this produces a very compelling impression of a metallic surface. The object in the middle panel is illuminated by a distorted version of the same light probe that was blurred using a Gaussian kernel with a radius of 300 pixels. That object appears as a somewhat glossy white material. The light probe used in the right panel was blurred even more using a kernel radius of 600 pixels, so that the pattern of illumination is close to a Ganzfeld. Note in that case, that the object appears completely matte. This demonstration suggests that the appearance of metal may require a sufficient range of illuminant intensities in addition to a sufficient range of illuminant directions.

There have been several previous demonstrations in the literature to show that the appearance of surface materials can be significantly influenced by the pattern of illumination. Most of these have focused on the apparent glossiness of materials with a linear combination of diffuse and specular components (Doerschner et al., 2010; Fleming et al., 2003; Marlow & Anderson, 2012, 2013; Mooney & Anderson, 2014; Nishida & Shinya, 1998; Olkkonen & Brainard, 2010, 2011; Pont & te Pas, 2006; Zhang et al., 2015), although there are a couple of exceptions to this trend. For example, Fleming and Bülthoff (2005) have shown that the perception of translucency can be enhanced when objects are illuminated from behind, and Zhang et al. (2015) have reported that collimated light fields work best to bring out the apparent velvetiness of a surface. The present investigation has extended this general area of research to the perception of metal. Our empirical results show clearly that the presence of ambient illumination from a broad range of directions is a critical factor for surfaces to appear metallic, and the demonstration in Figure 14 suggests...
that spatial variations in illuminant intensity may be another important requirement.
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